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Among the outlines in the McGarvey archive in Bosworth 

Memorial Library at Lexington Theological Seminary are lectures 

given in various contexts and on a variety of occasions. Some are 

sermon outlines, others from Chautagua and other public lectures. The 

following outlines include outlines of lectures of such occasions and a 

training session for “mountain preachers” that cover a wide range of 

topics. These lectures seem to be something of the predecessor of what 

Disciples today would talk about as the training of licensed ministers. 

These were clearly presentations intended for ministers who would not 

be able to attend the College of the Bible (the original name of 

Lexington Theological Seminary). 
 Other outlines demonstrate the breadth of McGarvey’s reading 

and teaching.  They show him responding to what he saw as threats 

from “higher criticism.” His interaction with leading voices of biblical 

criticism of his day, especially with European voices, shows his breadth 

of reading, but also his rejection of that approach to reading Scripture. 

The importance of these issues can be seen in the number of times he 

revised lectures on particular topics.  For example, this collection has 

five versions of his lecture entitled, “Mistakes in the Bible.” This 

lecture was intended to show that those who claimed to find such errors 

were wrong. There are very slight differences among the five outlines. 

We include one version of this lecture among the outlines here. 

 They also show him to be fully involved with social issues of 
the day, including calling Christians to fulfill their duties as citizens. He 

clearly believed that Christian faith should be brought into the social 

and political arena. 

 Also included in this selection of outlines are sermons he 

delivered on special occasions at churches in Lexington. There is a 

sermon/presentation on the history of Main Street Christian Church 

(now Central Christian Church). Among the few of these outlines that 
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can be dated with precision is the sermon he delivered the first night of 

the meeting house of Broadway Christian Church.  This sermon entitled 

“The Church, the Pillar and Ground of the Truth,” is one of the few 

sermons that can be dated with certainty, because McGarvey included 

the date on the manuscript. 

 McGarvey’s service as minister of Main Street Christian and 
later at Broadway Christian shows the way he served multiple 

inclinations of the Stone-Campbell movement. He was minister of a 

congregation that would eventually be a Disciples of Christ 

congregation and of a congregation that would become a part of the 

Independent Christian Churches. These materials show that his 

inclinations were toward the more conservative elements of the 

movement. 
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College of the Bible building on the campus of Transylvania University. 

The school remained there until moving to its South Limestone campus 

in 1956. 
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The Church the Pillar and Ground 
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The Church the Pillar & Ground of the Truth. 

1 Timothy 3:14, 15 

(Evening of [the] opening day of new house on Broadway. 

Sep[tember]. 20. 91) 
 

Int[roduction].  Connection between proceedings of the day &my 

subject.— Train of [the] apostle[’]s thought, [vv.] 14, 15. 

 

I. The Imagery Explained. 

a. Truth compared to a building of which the church is 

[the] pillar & ground.—a not all truth, but truth 

connected with Christ: this seen in [v.] 16.— 

meaning & connection of [v.] 16. 

b. Figure of pillar explained. 

c. Figure of “ground” explained.  

Query: How this, when truth brought church into 
existence? 

illust[rate] by political parties, & similar 

organizations. 

II. How. 

a. By maintaining proclamation of [the] truth; this the 

chief means. 1 Cor. 1:21.— however criticized, a 

mighty power.— to this end all houses like this 

b. By the work of other public servants.— this 

specifically referred to i[n] context, [v.] 14, cf. [vv.] 

1-13; —how by that of elders— by that of deacons. 

c. By work of all [the] members. cf. Mat[thew]. 5:13-
16. 

III. Corollaries. 

a. Pillar of no error. 

b. Work not done till all error corrected— this church to 

correct all error in this community. 

c. This church must plant other churches. 

Exh[ortation]. We have the truth.  Church’s perpetuity assured by 

Christ, [Editor: next page]  our individual fidelity [is] the only thing 

uncertain: as preachers, elders, deacons, men, women, children, let us 

be faithful [to]: the truth, the church, the dying world, the glorified 

Redeemer, our own souls demand it.— Will penitent believers help us 

uphold the truth? 

Historical: Main Street Christian Church 
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Historical: Main Street Christian Church 

Historical: Main St[reet] Ch[ristian] 

Heb[rews] 10:32-39 

 

Int[roduction]. 

The exhortation of 32 not inconsistent with Phil[ippians] 3:13 — The 
recalling here for the purpose of gaining strength for the race, cf 35, 36, 

39. – My aim today [is] to “call to remembrance the former days.”   It 

will be remembrance, however to the few—information to many. 

 

1. My First Remembrance of this Church. 

a. Time of first appearance in pulpit. 

b. The house at that time.  

c. The full congregation, & their curiousity. 

d. The political situation. – Hazardous position for the 

church, & the young preacher, 33 years old. 

2. During the War.  

a. Feeling between parties intensified.  M.P. & B. 
churches divided—fearful strain on ours. –my work 

& elders to present. 

b. The strain increased by seizure of our church 3 

months—Jan[uary] – M[arch] ???69??? 

c. Weariness of war & longing for peace, followed by 

upward movement of church: many baptisms, many 

letters of farmers coming to town. – crowded 

audiences. – crowning event, University coming in 

’65 – Opera house again, —Broadway church 

3. Growth. 

a. No. [Number][of] members then and now.  
b. Relative position as to other churches. 

c. As to S[unday] S[chool]. 

d. As to Missions. 

4. Changes. 

a. No members in ’62 now left, 41 (1 in 8), -- 25 active, 

i.e. 1 in 12 

b. Elders, Morton, Allen, Chinn. 

c. Deacons. Two left—most of them living but 

elsewhere. 

d. Other members. – Warner, Goodloe, Van Pelt — 

5. What should [the] next 30 years bring forth? 
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Redemption in Christ 
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Redemption in Christ  

[Editor: first text added later in pencil:] Mat[thew] 26:36-46 

Rom[ans] 3:19-26 

Eph[esians] 1:7 

 
Int[roduction].  Sins, being acts of past, cannot be undone: how then, 

[can] the penalty [be] escaped? Not by means known under human law: 

if could, how [could] the guilt, which is torment, [be] removed? 

 

I. Vain answers. 

a. Forgive, as we do.— as prodigal’s father did: no way 

to escape  penalty except by forgiveness; but 

Danger of encouragement in sin.—this experienced 

in human governments,— not to be thought of in 

God’s. 

b. Cause men to grow out of sin: but this, if possible, 

cannot undo the past. 
c. In neither case is guilt removed. 

II. God’s Answer. 

a. Gave Son, that we may not perish, but have eternal 

life. Jno [John] 3:16. 

b. Redemption, i.e., remission in his blood. Eph[esians] 

1:7; Mat[thew] 26:28. 

c. Done that He might justly justify. Rom[ans] 3:26. 

[Editor: Following two items (both listed as “d”) 

added later in pencil.] 

d. Reaches back to the called under first covenant. 

Heb[rews] 9:15 
d. Includes redemption of the body. Rom[ans] 8:23. 

III. How This Explained.  

a. Theory of moral suasion. Persuasive power a reality, 

but  

(1) It leaves guilt and takes away no penalty 

(2) Disproved by redemption of [the] past 

b. Jesus suffered penalty for all, & all saved.  If so, no 

pardon, no mercy. 

c. Did so for elect. Same objections [as] b. & c. False in 

fact—all efforts vain; it is God’s matter, not ours. 

IV. How Justified.  

a. Many things inscrutable proved wise by effects—
here our only test of this. 
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Portrait of McGarvey 
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b. Its effect, not encouragement to sin, by men or angels 

c. Per contra 

(1) Angel’s highest theme 

(2) Man who trusts is farthest from sin 
(3) It is power of God to turn sinners 

(4) It makes persistence in sin doubly sinful: 

Lari__ur’s comparisons. 

[ed. The second page of the manuscript begins here.]  

Exh[ortation].  If redemption cost[s] so much, what must sin & its 

punishment be?  Hate it, turn from it, cast yourself into the arms of 

your Redeemer. 

 

 

 
 

Sprinkling as Taught in the Bible 
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Sprinkling as Taught in the Bible 

Heb[rews] 10:19-22 

 

Int[roduction]. Blood of Christ called “blood of sprinkling” Heb[rews] 

12:24; we are come to it.  We are elect according to foreknowledge of 

God “unto obedience & the sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ.[”]  
1 Peter 1:1, 2. – The manner of both writers implies ready 

understanding by their first readers, but not so with us 

 

I. The Key, Heb[rews] 9:13, 14. 

a. Blood & ashes typical of Christ’s blood. 

b. As one cleansed the flesh, the other cleanses the 

conscience. 

c. The type was sprinkled; hence the name of the 

antitype: one literal, the other figurative. – To trace 

out the comparison, must understand the literal. 

 

II. The Literal. 
a. Some of the blood always sprinkled. 

b. In consecrating priest, blood of bullock on him: & in 

cleansing vessels, blood of goat 

c. Unclean from dead body, ashes dissolved in water. 

d. Leper, blood of bird on person, & by live bird. – All 

this mysterious till Christ’s blood called “blood of 

sprinkling”: then plain. 

 

III. Why the sprinkling? & why  ashes? 

a. Blood merely shed at altar a type, but inadequate: for 

first, used only there; second, used only then. 
b. Sprinkling, & especially bird’s blood, typified 

universal diffusion; and ashes perpetuity. – both ideas 

in “blood of sprinkling” 

c. Lasttwo outside [Editor: new page]  the camp, an 

effect of Christ’s blood on sinners’ conscience 

[Editor: Crossed out is “not to pardon, but so it did 

not cleanse, but, followed clean when afterward 

bathed]. 

 

IV. Application in Text. 

a. Drawing near to God set forth by analogy to Jewish 

cleansing. 
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Sprinkling as Taught in the Bible (p. 2) 
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b. The analogy: blood & ashes cleansed only when 

former followed by bathing whole flesh: so Christ’s 

blood cleanses heart from evil conscience, when its 

first effect, penitence, [is] followed by baptism. This, 

then, way to draw near, as taught generally in Acts. 
 

Exh[ortation]. Sinner knows of the blood shed: has felt its power: has it 

brought him to repentence? If so, wash and be clean. 

 

 
 

 

Music in Christian Worship Portrait of McGarvey. We are unable to give precise dates 
for these portraits.  

JLS 
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Music in Christian Worship. 

 

Int[roduction]. 

Nothing devised by art of man, [has] so great power over feelings & 

imagination as music— power chiefly dependent on thoughts 

associated with it. – it is for good or evil according to these [thoughts], 
e.g,, sacred music, martial, dance. 

 

I. Its Use in Christian Worship. 

a. Only Vocal music for worship authorized in our rule 

of faith 

b. [Editor: b is missing in the ms] 

c. Its uses: 

(1) For God’s praise; Heb[rews] 2:12 

(2) For edification; hence, to be with the spirit, 

& intelligible. 1 Cor 14:14-17, 26. – The 

method of edification, teaching & 

admonishing, Col 3:16—three kinds of 
music. ib[id]  

d. Its effectiveness as far as these uses — the good 

accomplished by even one good voice — as to praise, 

the wonder that God is pleased with our songs! 

II. Instrumental Music Not Authorized. 

a. The three ways of authorizing anything. 

b. As to precept, none claimed. 

c. As to precedent, none in the church for 700 years. – 

one claimed in Judaism, but all this abolished; one in 

Miriam[’]s timbrel, but as well claim her dance; one 

in John’s visions: but as well the incense—it is vision 
& symbol not reality. 

d. As to implication, the word ψαλλω [psallo]: but  

(1) this [is] not supported by scholars.  

(2) Repudiated by [the] Greek church. 

III. Instrumental Music Forbidden. 

a. Not by express precept: for it is not mentioned: but 

by implication. 

b. Implied in abolishing Mosaic ritual, of which it was 

part. 

c. In the apostles, reared to it under Judaism, 

worshipping in temple without it. 

 
Music in Christian Worship (p. 2) 
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d. In [Editor: next page] prohibition of will-worship. 

Col[ossians] 2:23; Mat[thew] 15:9. 

e. In that its fruits are evil: 

(1) Its history  [is] one of strife & division in all 

churches 
(2) It violates [the] law of Christian union. 

(3) It opens [the] way for all Romish “helps” in 

worship. 

(4) Its use is abandonment of [the] plea for 

primitive practice. – This indictment [is] 

sufficient. 

IV. Personal Matters. 

a. Attempts to account for my opposition. My real 

education on the subject. 

b. My rule as to connection with the organ stated. 

c. My life-long desire for Scriptural churches; — My 

disappointment — my hope for Broadway [Christian 
Church]; my final hope in God. 

 

  

Portrait of McGarvey and his wife, Otwayana 

Frances Hix. 
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Inspiration 
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Insp[i]ration 

 

Int[roduction]. 

No.C[histian].A[ssociation]. not founded on Bible—nothing Christian 

not founded on it. –none entitled to membership who do not believe – 

yet many questionings.  You have heard it said that O. T. books are so 
& so, & N.T. many spurious, &  all too late. —Per contra: Have been 

taught to believe inspiration: i.e., what Paul says, 1 Cor[inthians] 2:9-

13. – These statements present the main issue of today—out of many 

lines of argument for latter position, one for this address shall have 

attention, for on it Y.M.C.A. depends. 

I. Ground of Argument. Peculiarities which distinguish 

these writings & distinguish them as inspired. – Objection 

on variety of style—if Spirit guides, should see marks. 

Inquiry to be limited to historical books of [the] N.T. & to 

mode of treatment rather than diction. 

I. Impartiality.—often noticed. – general statement,— e.g. 

calling down fire vs. babes of Bethlehem, —  who should 
be greatest, vs. dissension in Sanhedrin, — Peter’s denial 

vs. Judas’ betrayal. – Never even approached by other 

writers—how accounted? 

II. Calmness. –general statement, — e.g. murder of John vs. 

his voice in the wilderness — the agony & crucifixion vs. 

grainfields or Jacob’s well, — no exultation at 

resurrection or ascension vs. no tremor or tenderness over 

the garden or the cross. – this is superhuman—accounted 

for only because restrained by Him “Who sees with equal 

eye[”] etc. 

III. Brevity. 
a. As whole books. – burden of matter –importance of 

every part. – sense of oppression expressed by John. 

–the actual brevity of Gospels,—same applied to 

Acts 

b. With respect to single events. 

a. Baptism of Jesus, 12 lives, 6, 6, allusion. 

b. the resurrection: of 12 appearances, 4, 3, 3, 

2. 

c. Dispersion of the church.—the scenes that 

must have occurred—the space for ordinary 

writers, Luke’s “four lives” 

d. Death of James. – what we want to know, 
what one would  

Inspiration (p. 2) 
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e. [Editor: next page] love to tell: Luke’s 7 

Greek & 11 English words: “Never [a] man 

spoke like this,” never men wrote like these. 

IV. Brevity in light of Large Gaps 

a. Of early life, Compare Protoevangelium, & Gospel of 
Infancy 

b. Visits to Jerusalem by Synoptics [Editor: McGarvey 

has Synoptists hre, perhaps meaning the authors of 

the Synoptics], & Galilean Ministry by John 

c. John skips. – his 30 days; one in 40??? – Illus[trate] 

from cotten [sic] compress. 

d. Same in Acts. – labors of 10 apostles.  Many of the 

most thrilling of Paul’s. e.g. 2 Cor[inthians] 11, 12, 

— his trial before Nero. Compare Farrar’s 

description, more space than the 3 trials in Luke. 

e. Omissions of Thrilling Events. – Transfiguration, — 

Gethsemane — Raising Lazarus (cf Strauss on this) – 
Were the writers wood? stone? unlike all other men? 

Yes; writers [were] constrained by Him whose ways 

& thoughts [are] not ours. 

V. Their Ange[l]ology; Founders on men for such.— failures 

–success here – dear to us though strangers. – So far 

above human genius that fancy how [it] changed them.  

Account for this coming from shepherds, fishermen, 

herdsmen, publicans, of dark age. 

VI. Air of Infallibility. – How all men have spoken doubtfully 

on certain themes. – these never. E.g.’s, not result of 

learning, of genius. Inspiration acc[oun]ts for it. – Most 
arrogant of men next to Jesus, if not inspired. 

VII. Self-evidencing Power. –Proof that it has it, -- it was 

expected. – E.g., ???Doniphan??? – this acc[oun]ted for 

only by Spirit who made our spirits. –good resul[t]s of 

belief [are] proof of truth in all. 

Conc[lusion]. 

Marked as inspired—ground for Christian Assoc[iations]. – Young 

men, cling to it & defend it—learn to do so as G[l]adstone has. – 

Culture here received demands this. 
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Conflict between the Church and Society 
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The Conflict between the Church & Society 

2 Ti[mothy] 3:4, 5; 1 Ti[mothy] 5:6. 

 

Int[roduction]. Subject: terms defined. Society, not all, but that 

specially so-called. Church: not everything so called, but that modeled 

after N.T. 
 

I. Characteristics of Society. [Editor: In McGarvey’s 

manuscript, there are both letters and numbers used in 

making the following list. The use of numbers appear to 

be added later in pencil and represent the final edition of 

the sermon, and thus the list below follows those 

designations.] 

1. Dress; excess in it— devotion to it. 

2. The Dance.—indispensible & in its worst forms. 

3. The Theatre & Opera; there see themselves repeated 

with less clothing. 

4. Extravagant entertainments.  
5. Sometimes the race course. 

All described in words of texts. 

 

II. The Conflict. 

a. From the nature of [the] church, opposition a 

necessity. 

b. The struggle over  

(1) Daughters of the wealthy & well-to-do. 

(2) Parents vain of their daughters or sons. 

(3) Young men enamored with former, or with 

silly ambition. 
c. Results of Society’s Victory. 

(1) The girl dead to Christ; often a faded, & 

sickly, &disappointed woman—oftener 

unhappily married. 

(2) The boy a drunkard, a ruè, a gambler or 

thief. 

(3) In all, money, influence, & souls taken from 

God & given to Satan. 

 

Conc[lusion]. Contrast between [vv.] 1-9 & 11— exhortation to [the] 

last. 
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Gambling 

 

 
 

Gambling 
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1 Cor[inthians]. 9:24-27 

 

Int[roduction]. Rule as to selection of text.— why not one containing 

[the] present subject. 

 

1. What Gambling is. 
a. Primary, playing for money, or other value. 

b. Betting on any result. 

c. Risking money on any uncertainty when no 

equivalent received. e.g. lotteries, raffles, futures, &c. 

[etc.] 

 

2. Its Illegality. 

a. In all enlightened States, laws against— in some 

forms, a felony. 

b. Inconsistency of Ky. law. 

c. Even raffles at Church fairs indicted in Tenn. 

 
3. Why made Illegal. 

a. Essentially immoral to get something for nothing. 

b. Leads to greater wrong of basest frauds; seen in 

gambling devices & race courses. 

c. [crossed out] 

d. Condemned in 10th Commandment. 

 

4. Its Prevalence. 

a. Gamb[ling]. dens. 

b. Pool rooms. 

c. Daily press. 
 

5. How to Suppress it. 

a. As citizens, jurors, &c [etc.], see to public opinion & 

enforcement of law. 

b. As Christians, put it out of church & family. 

c. Put down all exciting causes. e.g. card-playing —

billiards —horse-racing at fairs.  
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Gambling (p. 2) 
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[Editor: next page.]  

Exh[ortation]. 

—Rebuke by example of heathen games in [the] text. 

Play the game played by Paul in [the] text. 

 
 

 

 
  

Portrait of a mature McGarvey 
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Our Duty as Suggested by the Pending Docket 

of the Circuit Court 
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Our Duty as Suggested by 

The Pending Docket of the Circuit Court 

Eph[esians] V:11; VI:11 

 
Int[roduction]. 

The text names the duty, the particular present form of it seen in facts 

disclosed by the docket. 

(1) 120 indictments. 

(2) Of these. 90, just ¾ for violations of liquor laws. 

(3) Of those indicted for Tippling houses, 12 are women [Ed.: 

Tippling houses were institutions that sold liquor illegally.] 

(4) For Keeping bawdy houses, 11, all women but one.  Jibbs 

‘story! [Ed.: bawdy houses were brothels.] 

(5) Keeping “disorderly houses”, 7—other two not disorderly? 

(6) Cigarettes to minors, 11. 

(7) Phoneni[x Hotel] in 3 lists – liquor to minors, cigarettes to 
minors, & disorderly house. – Yet here our Mayor, & his 

$500. 

 

Duties 

I. As to Grand Jury. 

a. Liable to be on it: if so, do whole duty according to 

oath. 

b. Like all other bodies, needs moral support: give it. – 

this one deserves all praise. 

c. Next one needs it – give such expression as to 

encourage it. Give it all evidence & information. 
II. As to Prosecutions. 

a. If on petty jury; or if not, same as above. 

b. Moral support to Pros[ecuting] At[torney] – if 

needed, pay assistant counsel, -- let him never 

complain as he has done. – Text on this point. 

c. Walton’s mission to Frankfort. 
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Our Duty as Suggested by the Pending Docket  

of the Circuit Court (p. 2) 
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III. As to Saloons. 

a. Give information as to their violations of law. 

b. Work against their licenses: e.g. Dr. Donaldson – my 

suggestion to Mollie Clark, by such means all 

unlicensed, & half the licensed can be closed, – 

others crowded together where easily watched. 
c. Make & encourage complaints of houses of ill fame. 

– nearly all these can be suppressed by existing laws. 

 

Why all this?  Not to harm evil men and women, but to protect their 

victims. 

 

Conc[lusion]. Progress & encouragement. The oft repeated, “What 

good can it do,” of my first speech 2 months ago. — The answer. – 

Same as to the League? Yet to be answered in full; but its very 

existence a new era for Lexington: the final answer dependent on moral 

& Christian support.  

 
Hymn. 

Soldiers of Christ, Arise. 

 

 

  
Picture of Professors Loos, Grubbs, and McGarvey on 1912 College of 
the Bible postcard. This is one of the last photos of McGarvey who died 

before the beginning of 1912. 
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Chautaugua Lecture: Recent Attempts  

to Discredit the Resurrection 
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Chautaugua Lecture 

Recent Attempts to Discredit the Resurrection 

 

Int[roduction]. 

1. Paul’s bold assertion, 1 Cor[inthains] 15:14, 15; his reason 

justifies it. – Admission of same by infidels: Strauss. – 
Advantage of the fact. Illus[trated] by Goliath challenge.  

Issue not not [sic] pressed as it should be—reason not 

sufficiently understood, hence my effort. 

2. Admitted Facts to start with. 

(1) Actual death of Jesus 

(2) Disappearance of body [on the] 3rd morning. 

(3) Belief that he arose.  

– The last two to be accounted for, & they involve 

all. 

3. When a fact to be acc[oun]t[e]d for, three cases. 

(1) No adequate cause 

(2) Two or more 
(3) Only one.  

– Logical result in each case. 

I. How the Disappearance acc[oun]t[e]d for by Infidels.  

– Will cite chiefly Baur, Strauss, Renan, Sup. Rel.: why. 

a. By Baur. (Quote I.42[)]1  

—Absurdity of this in a Church History! Illust[rate]. 

—Why so acute a thinker thus guilty? We shall see. 

b. By Strauss. Rebukes his brother Baur: i.398 

—Nowhere grapples with the question of the body.  

—We shall see why. 

[Editor: page 2] 
 

_____________ 
1
This is most likely a reference to F.C. Baur’s 2 volume work, Paul, 

_________, vol 1. P. 42. 
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Chataguaga Lecture (p. 2) 
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I. How the Belief Accounted for. 

a. By Baur. —This [is] our third case & suicidal.   

Why the position taken. 

b. By Renan. 
1. With the women a hallucination.   

This [is] as old as Celsus. . 

2. With the Twelve, partly delusion, partly 

pretense, as quoted before. 

3. With Paul, hallucination resulting from 

delirious fever 6, 16 

4. Theory of Hallucination Considered. 

1. Proof of hallucination, seeing 

things impossible or things not seen 

by others present; e.g. sights in 

delirium tran___??? –but seeing 

Jesus not impossible, all present 
saw—exception of Paul’s 

companions acc[oun]t[e]d for. 

2. Only evidence of it is seeing Jesus. 

illus[trate] by seeing and hearing 

lecturer last night. 

3. In Paul’s case, the blindness in the 

way. 

4. Hallucinations pass away with 

returning reason. 

Now see why Baur pronounced a 

psychological explanation 
impossible. 
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Chataugua Lecture (p. 3) 
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[Editor: page 3] 

 

c. By Renan: — the only formal attempt (Quote Apst. 

78-80[)]. 

1. This hesitating Manner. “It is possible”; “It 

is permissible to suppose”; “Who know[s]; 
& two “perhapses.” Why. 

2. As to Disciples taking it to Gal[ilee]. 

1. Would have stopped the story 

2. Those who saw them would 

3. No motive sufficient 

3. As to Jews removing it. 

1. Assigned motive [is] no motive. 

2. Would have silenced [the] apostles 

by assertion & evidence of it. 

4. As to gardener or owner moving it. 

1. Motive assigned did not exist. 

2. Would gladly have given it to Mary 
—Now see why Baur and Strauss 

made no attempt on this point. 

5. Against all three, insuperable barrier of the 

Guard. 

—Universal infidel position as to the Guard. 

Its defense. 

1. By Sup. Reb. one point worth 

notice, incredibility that Priests 

remembered prediction of 

resurrection, & Apostles not__ 

acc[oun]t[e]d for by difference in 
conceptions of Jesus. — 

2. By Strauss (Quote imaginary 

conversatgion, 1.207). 

—Exposed by completing the 

conversation. 

—Real design of denying the 

guard. 

(4) Conclusion as to first fact: not case first, nor case 

second, but case third, and no alternative but 

resurrection. 
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Mistakes in Bible 

How Originated and how Discovered 

I. The Mistakes 

a. Not mistakes of Moses; but real mistakes – to tell the 

story will be to recall forgotten history but history of 

great value to this generation. 
b. Mills N.T. – what it was, the sensation it aroused—

the work it inaugurated 

c. The principal markers—the period covered—the 

aggregate of various readings (Lines in double 

columns N.T. 31 to 34 thousand) 

II. How Originated. 

a. The period of Mss [manuscripts] – not one written 

without errors. 

b. Sources of error. 

i. Momentary inattention 

ii. Diversion of thought to the subject 

iii. Trusting memory 
iv. Dictation 

v. Capitals and Want of spaces. 

vi. Perception of errors in later copies 

c. All considered, the wonder is that there are so few. 

III. How Discovered. 

a. Some noticed in 2nd century, e.g., Irenaeus on 666 

and Origen’s Hexapla. 

b. Effect of printed editions—discoveries kept private 

till Mill’s work appeared 

c. First process in criticism—illustrate by diagnosis of 

physician. – its laboriousness – the ___ it ____ out. 
IV. As to O.T. 

a. In midst of N.T. work thought turned to O.T. with 

apprehension. – Kennicott and DeRossi—the 

surprise. 

b. Cause, the Massoretic rules, 2nd cent. A.D. – if 

enforced from beginning, scarcely an error—most of 

those in O.T. preceded these rules 

c. Honestly of those critics seen in leaving obvious 

errors as they were, such as numeral discrepancies 

between Kings and Chron[icles], and between 

successive paragraphs in each. 

Conclusion. This lecture leaves the subject as it appeared in 1707, only 
worse. 

The Intellectual Study of the Bible 
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The Intellectual Study of the Bible 

Int[roduction] 

Meaning of leading term. 

—no absolutely intellectual study: for any study makes better or worse. 

—means study for information as the primary purpose 

I.  The Need of St[udy]. 
a. Deplorable ignorance of it among the young, the 

older, the educated, the Y.M.C.A., the preachers 

(Same questions to audience). 

b. Inexcusability, considering 

(1) The Book, 

(2) The characters it depicts, especially the 

greatest of all. 

c. The fatal consequences. 

II. How the Need Supplied. 

a. Individual Study, as distinguished from mere reading. 

b. Better study Sunday Schools 

c. Classes in Y.M.C.A. 
d. Teaching in Colleges 

e. More Bible in Sermons. 

Stir Consciences. 

III. Best Method of Study. 

a. If sufficient time devoted, as in Bi[ble] Col[leges], 

the books in order of time.—every one for its con-

tents, its structure, & its design.—So all your life. 

b. For the People, because of little time, & because most 

will learn but little, 

(1) The career of Jesus 

(a) By its 3 divisions gather from the 
gospels & grouped 

(b) By miracles—parables—ethical 

teachings 

(2) Acts. To learn careers of apostles—how 

sinners turned—how & where churches 

planted & organized 

(3) Epistles—precepts—doctrine—history 

(4) In all preceding, study O.T. references, and 

then O.T. books chronologically 

Conc[lusion]. If Y.M.C.A.an instrument for bringing this about, its 

existence justified. 

How to Study the Gospels 
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How to Study the Gospels. 

 

Introduction. What meant by study of Gospels.  Necessity for such 

study as compared with that of all other books—“to know thee.” 

 

I. Study them singly.  
a. Every one a distinct conception and distinctive 

representation of Jesus. This lost if the 4 are studied 

by a harmonizing—e.g., taking four pictures ad 

combining them 

b. Each to be known as a literary production. 

c. Chronology—importance of—obtained only after 

preceding study and only by guidance of John. 

II. Study thoroughly. 

a. Learn minutest details. 

b. Study by subjects. 

c. Combine details of different writers 

III. Helps. 
a. Sources: Josephus, Lands of the Bible, pictures. 

b. Consult no commentaries til necessary 

c. No harmony til your own is made. 

Conclusion. The task too hard?  What can be too hard? Have I followed 

it? Our students make a start in it. 
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Lectures to Mountain Preachers’ Institute 

July 22-25, 1890 

 

Public Worship 

 

I. 
Order of It 

 

1. Hymns Announced but not Read. All Quiet. 

2. 2. Read Scripture.  What Kind of passage? 

3. Prayer: What petitions? 

4. Read Hymn. What Kind? Why Read? 

5. Sermon. 

6. Lord’s Supper. How conducted? What cups, etc. 

7. Contribution. Why last? 

8. Closing Hymn. 

 

II. 
Preparation for It. 

 

1. For the Reading. 

a. Get familiar with devotional passages. 

b. Select in advance. 

c. Study how to read it. 

2. For the Prayer. 

a. Learn how to pray. Luke 11:1; Ro[mans] 8:26 

b. Think what to pray for on each occasion.  illus. 

 

[ed. This is the end of the text on page 1 of the manuscript.] 
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Mountain Preachers Institute (p. 2) 
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3. For Reading Hymn. 

a. Study hymns much, and know the character of many. 

b. Memorize many. 

c. Practice reading. 
4. Invitation Hymn. 

a. Should fit the sermon. 

b. Select and announce before sermon. 

 

III. 

Preparation of Sermon. 

 

1. What [is] the purpose of a sermon? 

a. Not merely to teach. 

b. Not merely to excite feelings. 

c. To move to right action, by means of teaching and 

exhortation. 
 

2. First thing in Preparation. 

a. Not text, or subject, but the particular aim. 

b. This [is] to be determined by needs of hearers—if no 

particular needs known, aim at something all need. 

3. A Text containing the subject.  Why a text? Why one 

containing [the] subject? 

4. Two kinds of Sermons. 

a. Text sermon—divisions in the text; e.g., ___ 

b. Subject sermon—divisions according to natural parts 

of the subject; e.g., _______ 
5. After purpose fixed, text selected, and division determined, 

meditate till all takes shape.  Illus[trate] by ___________, 

ruminating. Make notes. 
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Second Part of Commission  

 

1. The two parts.  

2. How first part executed, seen in Acts: how the second part 

seen in Epistles. 

3. Our progress in the two  

4. Jerusalem Church the model. Acts 4:32, 33—items, Unity, 

Liberality, Power 

 

I. Unity 

1. Begins in the congregation when each congregation 

united is Christ, we have the union prayed for 
2. To be maintained by a) preaching for it; b) Praying for it; 

c) Settling disturbances as they arise; e.g., Acts 6:1-4, cf. 

7; d) Scriptures are subject to be often discussed. E.g., 

Mat 18; 1 Cor 6:1-11; 13:1-13. 

 

II. Liberality 

 

1. Connection between Unity and Liberality. 

2. Extent of liberality in Jerusalem Church.—not a blunder. 

3. Deficiency of it now/ 

4. Evil effects of lack of it: 
a. On the person 

b. On the church work 

c. On unity of church 

5. How to increase it 

a. By preaching covetousness , as did Jesus and 

Apostles 

b. By preaching up liberality 
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Mountain Preachers Institute (p. 4) 
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c. By exclusion of the extremely covetous. Acts 5:1-11; 

1 Cor. 5:9-13. 

6. On this subject no undue severity—no flinching. 

 
III. Organization of  Churches 

1. Preachers connection with this work. 

2. Country life and country churches not known to apostles.  

Danger in these, weakness by crowding 

3. Purpose of organizing 

a. Edification by keeping the ordinances. 

b. Conversion of sinners, by example and preaching. 

c. Training of the young, saving the erring, and cutting 

of the dead members. 

d. All in same organization. 

IV. Character and Work of Elders 

 
1. Where new elders to be appointed 

 a. Negative requirements to be strictly observed. 1 Tim. 3:1-7; 

Titus 1:5-8. 

 b. The positive to be possessed in relative degree. 

     2. When there are Elders already 

 a. Teach them to improve in all qualifications.  

 b. If positively unfit morally, get them to resign. 

 c. If no Scriptural 
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 c. If no Scriptural material, appoint none. 

     3. Most Common defect, not want of qualifications, but neglect of 

duties 

 a. Of studying, so as to teach 
 b. Of admonishing the sinning. 

 c. Of seeing to exclusion of the incorrigible. 

--Farce of the title Shepherd 

 

4. When and how to withdraw from a member. 

5. How elders to be corrected by preachers. 1 Tim. 5:1. 

6. Necessity for Elders’ meetings, and preachers with them. 

 

V. Character and Work of Deacons 

 

 

1. Necessity for maintaining Scripture character. 1 Tim 3:8 
a. To obey the Lord; 

b. To protect the church 

2. If one fails, what to be done? 

3. Their work. Acts 6:2, 3.—Why serve Lord’s table? Why 

considered financial officers? 

4. How their work best done. 

a. Regular meetings 

b. Division of labor. 

c. Annual report. 

d. Report to Elders of delinquents. 

5. Best way to collect money for regular expenses. Lord’s day 
meetings. 
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Lord’s day meetings. 

 

VI. Appointment of Officers 

 

1. How selected. Acts 6:1-4. 
2. How appointed. Ib[id]. 14:23. 

Why the fast? The prayer? The imposition of hands? 

3. Who to do the appointing. 1 Tim. 5:22; Titus 1:5 

--Must he appoint any elected? 1 Tim. 5:22. 

 

VII. Personal Character of Preachers 

  

1. Keep good conscience, as guard to faith. 1 Tim. 1:18-20 

--How evil conscience shipwrecks faith. 

2. Avoid love of money. 1 Tim. 6:3-11. – How if works, 10. – why 

especially addressed to preacher. 

3. Be an example in every virtue. 1 Tim 4:12. 
4. Be devoted to the work. Ib[id]. 13-16. 

5. Avoid love of applause. 2 Tim. 4:1-5. – Not weathervane, but a 

breakwater – not a lamb, but a shepherd, --not a rudderless ship, 

but a steamer.  

 

 


